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DIVISION B 

MILITARY ACTIVITIES 

1. Navigation and naval manoeuvres

The observation that many questions remain open in the 1982 Convention on the Law of the Sea 
holds precisely with regard to the navigation of warships. 

Discussions at the Conference, as well as the provisions of Part II Section 3 of the Convention give 
the impression that the third Conference on the United Nations on the Law of the Sea was more 
explicit that the First Conference, by confirming that warships, like merchant vessels, enjoy the 
right of innocent passage in the territorial sea. However, the positions, proposals and final 
declarations of many coastal States confirm that there are differences in the interpretation of the 
Convention as to the right of a coastal State to subject the passage of foreign warships to prior 
authorisation or notification.11 

With respect to transit passage through straits used for international navigation, the question of 
submarines’ right to dive has not been answered in a precise fashion.12 Nor was given a clear-cut 
definition of the straits to which the regime of innocent passage applies.  

The freedom of navigation of all vessels, including warships, is clearly confirmed in the 
Convention for the exclusive economic zone. But does it also include the right of the navy to 
conduct naval manoeuvres in a foreign economic zone? Some commentators deduce the existence 
of such right from the provision of Art. 58, para. 1, of the Convention, according to which, in 
addition to the freedoms of navigation and overflight, there is also guaranteed “freedom to use the 
sea for other internationally lawful purposes related to the exercise of these freedoms and 
consistent with the other provisions of the Convention”13. However, at the time of signing the 

11 See interventions: Romania (A/CONF.62/PV.189), Democratic Yemen and Yemen, doc. (XXI.6) C.N.7. 1983, 
Treaties-1 (Annex B), from the Secretariat (A/CONF.62/PV.192), and the declarations made on the occasion of the 
signing of the Convention in Montego Bay, Jamaica, on 10 December 1982 1982, by the delegations of Cape Verde, 
Finland, Iran, Romania, Sudan, Sweden and Yemen, doc. (XXI.6) C.N.7. 1983, Treaties-1 (Annex B), issued by the 
Secretariat of the United Nations in its capacity as depositary. 
12 See the discussion on submarine navigation through the straits, W.M. REISMAN, The regime of Straits and the 
third United Nations Conference on the Law of the Sea, A.J.I.L., 1980, no 1, pp. 48-121. 
13 See T. TREVES, Le nouveau régime des espaces marins et la circulations des navires, report for the Conference 
«Les institution face aux nouvelles données de la présence en mer», Paris, 26-27-28 May 1983, p. 20. 
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Convention, some coastal States declared that they did not accept this interpretation of Art. 58 and 
that they would not allow naval manoeuvres in their exclusive economic zones14. 

As for the high seas, the problem of the legality of naval manoeuvres, as well as the firing of 
missiles, has not yet been resolved15. Whilst there are no explicit treaty rules or provisions 
governing the prohibition of nuclear testing on the high seas, we are confident that the prohibition 
exists as a customary principle (see below, Section II, Subsection IV, Division B). 

2. Installations and works in the exclusive economic zone

The rules concerning the exclusive economic zone contain an imprecision in the case of 
installations and works envisaged in this zone. In fact, according to Art. 60, “the coastal State has 
the exclusive right to construct and to authorise and regulate the construction” of all artificial 
islands. However, with respect to installations and works, the coastal State has this exclusive right 
only when such facilities and works are “used for the purposes set out in article 56 or for other 
economic purposes” or “may interfere with the exercise of the rights of the coastal State in the 
area”. 

Considering that the principle thus formulated could enable third countries the possibility of 
constructing installations and works for military purposes in the area of another State without its 
authorisation, some coastal States suggested that the coastal State should have the exclusive right 
to all works and installations, such as in the case of artificial islands.16 Some maritime powers 
have opposed to this amendment, and the vehemence with which they have rejected the change in 
art. 60, para.1, shows that they do not exclude the possibility of establishing installations or works 
for military purposes in foreign economic zones. 

3. Marine scientific research

The general principle of the Convention according to which marine scientific research should be 
conducted exclusively for peaceful purposes is repeated in arts. 246 and 143 with respect to 
scientific research in the exclusive economic zone, on the continental shelf and in the Zone. The 
application of the principle of scientific research for peaceful purposes does not necessarily mean 
the prohibition of the use of military personnel or equipment for scientific research. However, it is 
clear that the presence of military personnel or equipment will be a reason for a coastal State to 
withhold its consent to the execution of a scientific research project by another State or by an 
international organisation in its economic zone or on its continental shelf. 

4. Dispute resolution

With respect to “disputes relating to military activities, including military activities of vessels and 
aircraft of States used for non-commercial purpose”, States have the right not to accept dispute 
settlement procedures leading to binding decisions (Art. 298, para. 1). This provision, however, 
leaves open the question whether navigation by a warship is a “military activity”. 

14 See statements by Brazil, Cape Verde and Uruguay, supra note 11. 
15 See Ch. ROUSSEAU, Droit international public, t, IV, Les relations internationales, 1980, pp. 315 et s. ; O.L. 
LISSITZYN, Electronic Reconnaissance from the High Seas and International Law, U.S. Naval War College 
International Law Studies, vol. 61, 1980, pp. 563-571. 
16 See the informal proposals of Peru (С.2/Informal Meeting/9), Brazil and Uruguay (C.2/Informal Meeting/11), of 27 
April 1978. 
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